
 

Dark Roots Stories Cate Kennedy

If you ally obsession such a referred Dark Roots Stories Cate Kennedy
ebook that will find the money for you worth, get the extremely best
seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to
humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are along with launched, from best seller to one of the most
current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Dark Roots
Stories Cate Kennedy that we will unquestionably offer. It is not a
propos the costs. Its practically what you infatuation currently. This
Dark Roots Stories Cate Kennedy, as one of the most operating sellers
here will entirely be in the middle of the best options to review.

The Order of Odd-
Fish
Grove/Atlantic,
Inc.
An exquisite
collection of
nearly 400 iconic,

inspirational
wedding
photographs of
royalty, models,
artists, actors,
musicians and
designers who
have appeared in
Vogue through the
magazine’s 120
year history.
Showcasing the
work of legendary
photographers

such as Cecil
Beaton, Patrick
Demarchelier,
Jonathan Becker,
Norma Jean Roy,
Mario Testino,
Irving Penn,
Arthur Elgort,
Richard Avedon,
Helmut Newton,
and Annie
Leibovitz, Vogue
Weddings will
transport you to a
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myriad of romantic
settings around the
world, from storied
castles, palaces,
and cathedrals, to
weddings by the
sea or in the
countryside. Here
are the Duke and
Duchess of
Cambridge in
London; Sofia
Coppola and
Thomas Mars in
Italy; Kate Moss
and Jamie Hince in
the Cotswolds;
Lauren Bush and
David Lauren at
the RRL Ranch in
Colorado; Marina
Rust and Ian
Connor in Maine;
Lauren Davis and
Andrés Santo
Domingo in
Cartagena,
Colombia as well

as such iconic
photos as Bianca
and Mick Jagger in
the car after their
wedding in St.
Tropez. A chapter
on models’
weddings includes
portraits of Natalia
Vodianova, Coco
Rocha, Maggie
Rizer, Stella
Tennant, Lara
Stone and Cindy
Crawford among
others in their own
wedding dress
choices. Vogue
Weddings also
features behind-the-
scenes details from
Hamish Bowles;
personal wedding
stories from Mario
Testino, Plum
Sykes, Marina
Rust and Sarah
Mower; and

fashion portfolios
created by the
magazine’s editors
of bridal photo
shoots, many
including couture.
Rosemary New
Society Publishers
“A riveting
reimagining of a
true tale of
forbidden
love.”—People
The captivating
novel following the
exploits of Kathleen
“Kick” Kennedy,
the forgotten and
rebellious daughter
of one of America's
greatest political
dynasties. London,
1938. The
effervescent "It girl"
of London society
since her father was
named the
ambassador,
Kathleen "Kick"
Kennedy moves in
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rarefied circles,
rubbing satin-
covered elbows with
some of the
twentieth century's
most powerful
figures. Eager to
escape the watchful
eye of her strict
mother, Rose; the
antics of her older
brothers, Jack and
Joe; and the erratic
behavior of her
sister Rosemary,
Kick is ready to
strike out on her
own and is soon
swept off her feet by
Billy Hartington, the
future Duke of
Devonshire. But
their love is
forbidden, as Kick's
devout Catholic
family and Billy's
staunchly Protestant
one would never
approve their
match. And when

war breaks like a
tidal wave across her
world, Billy is ripped
from her arms as the
Kennedys are forced
to return to the
States. Kick finds
work as a journalist
and joins the Red
Cross to get back to
England, where she
will have to decide
where her true
loyalties lie—with
family or with
love....
The Kennedy
Debutante
Delacorte Press
The highly
anticipated
second novel in
the new
Searching For
series from
Jennifer Probst,
"one of the most
exciting breakout
novelists" (USA
TODAY)—a spin-
off of the

bestselling
Marriage to a
Billionaire
series—featuring a
sexy matchmaker,
and the rocket
scientist who
becomes her
special project…
The up-and-
coming
matchmaking
agency
Kinnections is the
hottest thing to hit
Verily, New
York—just like
Kennedy Ashe,
social director for
the service she
owns with her two
best girlfriends. A
coach, consultant,
and cheerleader
rolled into one
super-sizzling
package, Kennedy
creates dream
dates, encourages
singles to shine,
and never refuses
a challenge—not
even her new
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client, Nate Ellison
Raymond Dunkle,
rocket scientist
and nerd
extraordinaire.
Kennedy vows to
transform this hot
mess in a lab coat
with a disastrous
relationship track
record into the
most wanted man
on the Verily
dating scene. If
only she could
turn the wand on
herself. Though
she radiates
confidence and
sex appeal,
Kennedy harbors
deep-seated
insecurities from
her tormented
past. When she
realizes she and
Nate are cut from
the same cloth
and might be
perfect together,
can Kennedy
learn to let her
heart lead the

way? Or will her
fears sentence
her to the
sidelines as Nate
finds love—with
someone else?

Sightseeing
Macmillan
Between these
pages lie
imaginary lovers,
unattainable
lovers, star-
crossed lovers
and predestined
lovers. There is
straight love,
same sex love
and some very
curious love. And
all the while,
Love's attendants
- Cupid, lust,
obsession, and
betrayal - dance
through this
volume that
contributes to the
growing tradition
of writing on an

Australian kind of
love.
Do This for
Me
Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
“The
reigning
queen of
historical
fiction” --
Fiona Davis,
New York
Times
bestselling
author of
The Lions of
Fifth Avenue
The New York
Times and
USA Today
bestselling
author of
The Huntress
and The
Alice
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Network
returns with
another hear
t-stopping
World War II
story of
three female
code
breakers at
Bletchley
Park and the
spy they
must root
out after
the war is
over. 1940.
As England
prepares to
fight the
Nazis, three
very
different
women answer
the call to
mysterious
country
estate
Bletchley

Park, where
the best
minds in
Britain
train to
break German
military
codes.
Vivacious
debutante
Osla is the
girl who has
everything—b
eauty,
wealth, and
the dashing
Prince
Philip of
Greece
sending her
roses—but
she burns to
prove
herself as
more than a
society
girl, and
puts her

fluent German
to use as a
translator
of decoded
enemy
secrets.
Imperious
self-made
Mab, product
of east-end
London
poverty,
works the
legendary
codebreaking
machines as
she conceals
old wounds
and looks
for a
socially
advantageous
husband.
Both Osla
and Mab are
quick to see
the
potential in
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local village
spinster
Beth, whose
shyness
conceals a
brilliant
facility
with
puzzles, and
soon Beth
spreads her
wings as one
of the
Park’s few
female crypt
analysts.
But war,
loss, and
the
impossible
pressure of
secrecy will
tear the
three apart.
1947. As the
royal
wedding of
Princess

Elizabeth and
Prince
Philip whips
post-war
Britain into
a fever,
three friend
s-turned-
enemies are
reunited by
a mysterious
encrypted
letter--the
key to which
lies buried
in the long-
ago betrayal
that
destroyed
their
friendship
and left one
of them
confined to
an asylum. A
mysterious
traitor has
emerged from

the shadows
of their
Bletchley
Park past,
and now
Osla, Mab,
and Beth
must
resurrect
their old
alliance and
crack one
last code
together.
But each
petal they
remove from
the rose
code brings
danger--and
their true e
nemy--closer
...
The World
Beneath Open
Road + Grove
/Atlantic
WINNER OF
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THE 2022 AGE
BOOK OF THE
YEAR FOR
FICTION
HIGHLY
COMMENDED IN
THE 2022
VICTORIAN
PREMIER'S
LITERARY
AWARD FOR
FICTION 'A
parent's
love for a
child, you
probably
know this
yourself,
it's pretty
bottomless.
It goes down
into the
guts of the
world. But a
child's love
for a parent
is
different.

It goes up.
It's more
ethereal.
It's not
quite
present on
the earth.'
In present-
day
Melbourne, a
man attempts
to piece
together the
mystery of
his father's
apparent
suicide as
his young
family
slowly
implodes. At
the ashram
of Bhagwan
Shree
Rajneesh, in
1976, a man
searching
for

salvation
must
confront his
capacity for
violence and
darkness.
And in a not-
too-distant
future, a
woman with a
life-
altering
decision to
make travels
through a cl
imate-
ravaged
landscape to
visit her
estranged
father. In
Moonland is
a portrait
of three
generations,
each
grappling
with their
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own
mortality.
Spanning the
wild
idealism of
the 70s
through to
the fragile
hope of the
future, it
is a novel
about the
struggle for
transcendenc
e and the
reverberatin
g effects of
family
bonds. This
long-awaited
second
outing from
Miles
Allinson,
the multi-aw
ard-winning
author of
Fever of

Animals, will
affirm his
reputation
as one of
Australia's
most
interesting
contemporary
fiction
writers, and
urge us to
see our own
political
and
environmenta
l reality in
a new light.
Daughter of
Smoke & Bone
Princeton
University
Press
A high-powered
attorney dives
into the
politics of
sex, the
perils of
desire, and
why men and

women treat
each other the
way they do.
Raney Moore has
it all figured
out. An
ambitious young
partner at a
prestigious
Manhattan law
firm, she’s got
a dream job, a
loving (and
famous)
husband, and
amazing twin
daughters. Her
world is full,
busy, perfectly
scripted. Or so
she thinks. One
sunny fall day,
a bombshell
phone call
throws Raney’s
well-ordered
existence into
chaos, and in a
fit of rage,
she
diabolically,
hilariously
burns
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everything
down. Once the
flames subside,
she finds
herself asking
some difficult
questions: Who
am I? What just
happened? Am I
ever going to
find my way
back to normal?
Assisted by
enterprising
paralegals,
flirtatious
clientele, one
dear friend and
an
unforgettable
therapist,
Raney thinks
the answers are
close at hand,
only to find
life spiraling
utterly out of
control.
Uproarious,
incisive and
poignant, Do
This For Me
introduces a

brilliant, off-
kilter heroine
on a quest to
understand sex,
fight workplace
inequality, and
solve the
mystery of
herself.
Twinkle,
Twinkle,
Social Media
Star Little,
Brown Books
for Young
Readers
The critically
acclaimed
bestseller
from the
author of The
Moment and A
Special
Relationship.
New York, 1945
- Sara Smythe,
a young,
beautiful and
intelligent
woman, ready
to make her
own way in the
big city

attends her
brothers
Thanksgiving
Eve party. As
the party gets
into full
swing, in walks
Jack Malone, a
US Army
journalist back
from a defeated
Germany and a
man unlike any
Sara has ever
met before -
one who is
destined to
change Sara's
future forever.
But finding
love isn't the
same as finding
happiness - as
Sara and Jack
soon find out.
In post-war
America chance
meetings aren't
always as they
seem, and
people's
choices can
often have
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profound
repercussions.
Sara and Jack
find they are
subject to
forces beyond
their control
and that their
destinies are
formed by more
than just
circumstance.
In this world
of intrigue and
emotional
conflict, Sara
must fight to
survive
-against Jack,
as much as for
him. In this
mesmerising
tale of longing
and betrayal,
The Pursuit of
Happiness is a
great tragic
love story; a
tale of divided
loyalties,
decisive moral
choices, and
the random

workings of
destiny.

Little
Failure
Random House
The first
book in the
New York
Times
bestselling
epic fantasy
trilogy by
award-winning
author Laini
Taylor Around
the world,
black
handprints
are appearing
on doorways,
scorched
there by
winged
strangers who
have crept
through a
slit in the
sky. In a
dark and
dusty shop, a

devil's supply
of human
teeth grown
dangerously
low. And in
the tangled
lanes of
Prague, a
young art
student is
about to be
caught up in
a brutal
otherworldly
war. Meet
Karou. She
fills her
sketchbooks
with monsters
that may or
may not be
real; she's
prone to
disappearing
on mysterious
"errands";
she speaks
many
languages--no
t all of them
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human; and her
bright blue
hair actually
grows out of
her head that
color. Who is
she? That is
the question
that haunts
her, and
she's about
to find out.
When one of
the strangers
--beautiful,
haunted
Akiva--fixes
his fire-
colored eyes
on her in an
alley in
Marrakesh,
the result is
blood and
starlight,
secrets
unveiled, and
a star-
crossed love
whose roots

drink deep of
a violent
past. But
will Karou
live to
regret
learning the
truth about
herself?
Sing, and
Don't Cry
Random House
The Taste of
River Water
New and
selected
poems by Cate
Kennedy
Disarming,
warm and
always
accessible,
Cate
Kennedy's
poems make
ordinary
experiences
glow.
Everything
that suffuses

her well-loved
prose is
here:
compassion,
insight,
lyrical
precision and
the clear,
minimalist
eye that
reveals how
life can turn
on a single
moment.
Musing on the
undercurrents
and interconn
ections
between
legacy,
memory,
motherhood
and the
natural
world, the
poems in this
exhilarating
collection
begin on the
surface and
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then take us,
gracefully
effortlessly,
to a far more
thought-
provoking
place.
Grounded in
lived
experience,
with all its
mysteries and
consolations
they resonate
with a
passionate,
sensuous
honesty.
Praise for
Cate
Kennedy's
earlier
poetry
collections,
Joyflight and
Signs of
Other Fires
'These poems
are driven by
Kennedy's

instinct for
story,
character and
place, but
there's a
moment when
the poems
suddenly open
up, out of
nowhere, and
we find we're
standing
inside
ourselves, in
that pure,
torn-open
moment.' –
BRONWYN LEA
'Sensory,
rich and
compelling.
Kennedy gives
us a new look
at the
familiar
strangeness
of place in
which the sum
of the parts
forms a

marvellous
whole . . .
This book is
full of
seamlessly
constructed
beautiful
images that
are hard to
fault. These
are poems of
great hope
and richness
of spirit.' –
MARK O'FLYNN
Like a House
on Fire
Penguin
"A group of
notable
writers ...
celebrate our
fascination
with the
houses of
famous
literary
figures,
artists,
composers,
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and
politicians
of the past"-
-Provided by
publisher.
Alex Haley and
the Books That
Changed a
Nation Open
Road +
Grove/Atlantic
JO LAROUCHE
HAS lived her
13 years in
the California
desert with
her Aunt Lily,
ever since she
was dropped on
Lily’s
doorstep with
this note:
This is Jo.
Please take
care of her.
But beware.
This is a
dangerous
baby. At
Lily’s annual
Christmas
costume party,

a variety of
strange events
take place that
lead Jo and
Lily out of
California
forever—and
into the
mysterious,
strange,
fantastical
world of
Eldritch City.
There, Jo
learns the
scandalous
truth about who
she is, and she
and Lily join
the Order of
Odd-Fish, a
collection of
knights who
research
useless
information.
Glamorous
cockroach
butlers,
pointless
quests,
obsolete
weapons, and

bizarre
festivals fill
their days, but
two villains
are controlling
their fate. Jo
is inching
closer and
closer to the
day when her
destiny is
fulfilled, and
no one in
Eldritch City
will ever be
the same.
The Kingmaker
Macmillan
Sing, and
Don't Cry is
Cate Kennedy's
sensual and
touching
evocation of
her time spent
working as a
volunteer in
small town
Mexico. The
people she
comes to love
in
Tequisquiapan,
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and their gusto
for
celebration,
pilgrimage and
family, force
her to cast a
penetrating
light on her
own Western
values and
ways. ?What is
truly
essential, and
who is truly
poor?' asks
Kennedy in a
book that also
challenges the
reader to care
more for his or
her world.
Described as ?a
travel book
with a social
conscience'
this essential
memoir, from
the
award'winning
fiction writer
and poet, is
funny, warm,
yet ultimately

disarming.

The Sisters
Mao ReadHowYo
uWant
An absorbing
chronicle of
a much
overlooked
chapter in
Jacqueline
Kennedy
Onassis's
life—her
nineteen-year
editorial
career
History
remembers
Jacqueline
Kennedy
Onassis as
the
consummate
first lady,
the nation's
tragic widow,
the
millionaire's
wife, and, of
course, the q

uintessential
embodiment of
elegance. Her
biographers,
however, skip
over an
equally
important
stage in her
life: her
nearly twenty
year long
career as a
book editor.
Jackie as
Editor is the
first book to
focus
exclusively
on this
remarkable
woman's
editorial
career. At
the age of
forty-six,
one of the
most famous
women in the
world went to
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work for the
first time in
twenty-two
years. Greg
Lawrence, who
had three of
his books
edited by
Jackie, draws
from
interviews
with more
than 125 of
her former
collaborators
and
acquaintances
in the
publishing
world to
examine one
of the
twentieth
century's
most enduring
subjects of
fascination
through a new
angle: her
previously

untouted skill
in the career
she chose.
Over the last
third of her
life, Jackie
would master
a new
industry,
weather a
very public
professional
scandal, and
shepherd more
than a
hundred books
through the
increasingly
corporate
halls of
Viking and
Doubleday,
publishing
authors as
diverse as
Diana
Vreeland,
Louis
Auchincloss,
George

Plimpton, Bill
Moyers,
Dorothy West,
Naguib
Mahfouz, and
even Michael
Jackson.
Jackie as
Editor gives
intimate new
insights into
the life of a
complex and
enigmatic
woman who
found
fulfillment
through her
creative
career during
book
publishing's
legendary
Golden Age,
and, away
from the
public eye,
quietly
defined life
on her own
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terms.

Dark Roots H
arperCollins
In The Best
Australian
Stories
2010, Cate
Kennedy
selects the
year's most
exciting
short
fiction.
Featuring
established
masters
alongside
fresh new
voices, this
diverse
collection
is a perfect
companion
for summer
and an ideal
introduction
to
Australia's

best
contemporary
fiction
writing.
The Liquid
Land Scribe
Publications
'One of the
world's finest
short-story
writers.'
Robert Drewe
'Dark
Rootsannounces
the arrival of
a major talent
in Australian
fiction. Cate
Kennedy has a
near pitch-
perfect voice
and a feeling
for the
precise moment
when stars
move in the
cosmos.' Peter
Temple
'Kennedy's
stories are
immaculate
little slivers

of life that
needle into my
heart and mind,
and stay there.
She's a
writer's
writer.' Toni
Jordan In these
sublimely
sophisticated
tales, Cate
Kennedy opens
up worlds of
finely observed
detail. Her
stories are
populated by
people at
tipping points
in their lives
- moments that
find them
poised between
a familiar past
and an
unfamiliar
future. A
cancer sufferer
boards a plane
with three
kilos of
cocaine in her
luggage; a
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neglected wife
plans an
unsavoury
revenge on her
boorish
husband; a
married couple
realise their
too-tight
wedding rings
may symbolise
wider aspects
of their
relationship.
Heartbreaking,
evocative and
richly comic,
Dark
Rootsunveils
the traumas
that incite us
to desperate
measures, and
the
coincidences
that drive our
lives.

Lives of
Houses Simon
and Schuster
The national
bestseller by

the award-
winning Thai
American
author. “A
brilliant
collection .
. . brimming
with sharp-
clawed
survival
lessons” (Los
Angeles
Times). Set
in
contemporary
Thailand,
these are
generous,
radiant tales
of family
bonds,
youthful
romance,
generational
conflicts,
and cultural
shiftings
beneath the
glossy
surface of a

warm, Edenic
setting.
Written with
exceptional
acuity,
grace, and so
phistication,
the stories
present a
nation far
removed from
its
exoticized
stereotypes.
In the prize-
winning
opening story
“Farangs,”
the son of a
beachside
motel owner
commits the
cardinal sin
of falling
for a pretty
American
tourist. In
the novella,
“Cockfighter,
” a young
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girl witnesses
her proud
father’s
valiant but
foolhardy
battle
against a
local
delinquent
whose family
has a vicious
stranglehold
on the
villagers.
Through his
vivid
assemblage of
parents and
children,
natives and
transients,
ardent lovers
and sworn
enemies,
Lapcharoensap
dares us to
look with new
eyes at the
circumstances
that shape

our views and
the
prejudices
that form our
blind spots.
Gorgeous and
lush, painful
and candid,
Sightseeing
is an
extraordinary
reading
experience,
one that
powerfully
reveals that
when it comes
to how we
respond to
pain, anger,
hurt, and
love, no
place is too
far from
home.
“Lapcharoensa
p is a
commanding,
animated tour
guide, and a

lot more than
that—he can
write with
the bait and
the hook of
genuine
talent . . .
[He] has a
gift for the
detail that
catches not
only his Thai
milieu but
teenage life
everywhere.”
—Darin
Strauss, The
New York
Times Book
Review
Searching for
Perfect Crown
In London,
sisters Iris
and Eva are
planning an
attack on a
West End
theatre.
Meanwhile in
Beijing, Jiang
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Qing, Chairman
Mao's wife,
rehearses a
gala
performance of
her model
ballet, which
she will use in
order to attack
her enemies in
the Party. As
the
preparations
for these two
performances
unfold, Iris,
Eva, and Jiang
Qing are
transformed
into
unforgettable
protagonists in
a single epic
drama. Although
fighting very
different
personal
battles, these
three "sisters"
find themselves
bound together
by the passions
of love, by the

obsessions of
power, and by
the forces of
history. Author
of "Mrs
Engels."
The Best
Australian
Stories 2011
Knopf
#1 NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER ONE
OF BARACK
OBAMA'S
FAVORITE BOOKS
OF THE YEAR
NAMED A BEST
BOOK OF 2020
BY THE NEW
YORK TIMES *
THE WASHINGTON
POST * NPR *
PEOPLE * TIME
MAGAZINE*
VANITY FAIR *
GLAMOUR 2021
WOMEN'S PRIZE
FINALIST
“Bennett’s
tone and style
recalls James
Baldwin and

Jacqueline
Woodson, but
it’s especially
reminiscent of
Toni Morrison’s
1970 debut
novel, The
Bluest Eye.”
—Kiley Reid,
Wall Street
Journal “A
story of
absolute,
universal
timelessness
…For any era,
it's an
accomplished,
affecting
novel. For this
moment, it's
piercing,
subtly wending
its way toward
questions about
who we are and
who we want to
be….” –
Entertainment
Weekly From The
New York Times-
bestselling
author of The
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Mothers, a
stunning new
novel about
twin sisters,
inseparable as
children, who
ultimately
choose to live
in two very
different
worlds, one
black and one
white. The
Vignes twin
sisters will
always be
identical. But
after growing
up together in
a small,
southern black
community and
running away at
age sixteen,
it's not just
the shape of
their daily
lives that is
different as
adults, it's
everything:
their families,
their

communities,
their racial
identities.
Many years
later, one
sister lives
with her black
daughter in the
same southern
town she once
tried to
escape. The
other secretly
passes for
white, and her
white husband
knows nothing
of her past.
Still, even
separated by so
many miles and
just as many
lies, the fates
of the twins
remain
intertwined.
What will
happen to the
next
generation,
when their own
daughters'
storylines

intersect?
Weaving
together
multiple
strands and
generations of
this family,
from the Deep
South to
California,
from the 1950s
to the 1990s,
Brit Bennett
produces a
story that is
at once a
riveting,
emotional
family story
and a brilliant
exploration of
the American
history of
passing.
Looking well
beyond issues
of race, The
Vanishing Half
considers the
lasting
influence of
the past as it
shapes a
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person's
decisions,
desires, and
expectations,
and explores
some of the
multiple
reasons and
realms in which
people
sometimes feel
pulled to live
as something
other than
their origins.
As with her New
York Times-
bestselling
debut The
Mothers, Brit
Bennett offers
an engrossing
page-turner
about family
and
relationships
that is
immersive and
provocative,
compassionate
and wise.
The Rose Code
HarperCollins

“Here is that
rare thing: an
untold chapter
in the Kennedy
saga. .
.Compelling and
illuminating.”—
Jon Meacham
Based on
genealogical
breakthroughs
and previously
unreleased
records, this
is the first
book to explore
the inspiring
story of the
poor Irish
refugee couple
who escaped
famine; created
a life together
in a city
hostile to
Irish,
immigrants, and
Catholics; and
launched the
Kennedy dynasty
in America.
Their Irish
ancestry was a

hallmark of the
Kennedys’
initial
political
profile, as JFK
leveraged his
working-class
roots to
connect with
blue-collar
voters. Today,
we remember
this iconic
American family
as the vanguard
of wealth,
power, and
style rather
than as the
descendants of
poor
immigrants.
Here at last,
we meet the
first American
Kennedys,
Patrick and
Bridget, who
arrived as many
thousands of
others did
following the
Great Famine—pe
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nniless and
hungry. Less
than a decade
after their
marriage in
Boston,
Patrick’s
sudden death
left Bridget to
raise their
children single-
handedly. Her
rise from
housemaid to
shop owner in
the face of
rampant poverty
and
discrimination
kept her family
intact,
allowing her
only son P.J.
to become a
successful
saloon owner
and
businessman.
P.J. went on to
become the
first American
Kennedy elected
to public

office—the
first of many.
Written by the
grandson of an
Irish immigrant
couple and
based on first-
ever access to
P.J. Kennedy’s
private papers,
The First
Kennedys is a
story of
sacrifice and
survival,
resistance and
reinvention: an
American story.
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